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Abstract

A new world of distance education demands new thinking. Key components to completing the distance educational system requires that institutions determine how the process is designed, delivered, integrated, and supported. Unfortunately, educational administrators tend to view distance education merely as a process of taking existing readings, exercises, handouts, and posting them to the Web. While this approach may seem cost effective, such an approach is not educationally effective. Although the meaningful
transition to e-education has just begun, determining measures of effectiveness and efficiency requires innovations in social and political thought beyond the advances in technology. The educational process requires feedback from the professor, from the student, and from the wider community, especially businesses who hire the graduates. As e-learning and higher education reach new heights, they are changing the functions of the university. E-learning changes all the ground rules, including time, distance, and pedagogy. We now have new ways to reach and interact with students, present rich content in courses, and deliver the technologies of the smart classroom to students, wherever they are in the world.

Introduction

Education is now the second largest civilian industry in the US after health care (Dunn, 2001). Distance education is a growth industry in the modern economy, with American’s spending over one-half of one trillion dollars on it annually and with over two million classes taken by online education (Shea and Boser, 2001). As a rapid growth industry, distance education provides a method for both educators and businesses to adjust to new market conditions. Implementing such programs may profit from a systems model for viewing all elements of the educational system. Our approach adapts systems theory to distance education: the systems-based Educational Process Model serves as a heuristic to examine recent research for insight into the distance education process. Using a value-added approach, we are applying the model categories to organize key practices identified from the research. Following the model’s categories, we will prepare a list of best practices to help practitioners. Our discussion begins with an overview of the Educational Process Model. With this systems view, we then examine inputs into the system, including the objective educational resources and the subjective philosophy of education. The integration of the model includes purpose (objectives and audience), method (technology and methodology), and pedagogy. The outputs include the objective educational experience, itself, and the subjective outcomes. Assessment provides feedback to the system.

We presented our preliminary ideas at a state-wide conference in Teaching with Technology held in Boulder, Colorado, in June 2002, and at the international Conference of the World Association for Case Method Research (WACRA) in Mannheim, Germany, in July 2002. This chapter represents our most recent research into the new paradigm.
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